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The aim of this paper is to describe some geometrical aspects of Riemannian
manifolds with a pole. A point o of a Riemannian manifold is called a pole, if
the exponential map exp is a diffeomorphism at o. Simply connected complete
Riemannian manifolds of nonpositive curvature (the Euclidean space, the hyper-
bolic space and a simply connected symmetric space of noncompact type, etc.)
and a paraboloid of revolution are typicalexamples of Riemannian manifolds with
a pole.
We give in I a sufficientcondition on the existence of a pole in terms of
curvature. Hessian comparison theorem, conformal changes of a metric and a
generalization of Cartan's fixed point theorem are discussed in 2 ([6], [1] C2]).
And we argue in 3 the order of a holomorphic function on a Kahler manifold
with a pole ([7]).
1. As an easy consequence, a Riemarmian manifold with a pole is diffeo-
morphic to the Euclidean space. On the contrary, any complete Riemannian
manifold diffeomorphic to the Euclidean space does not necessarily have a pole.
The following proposition gives a sufficient condition on the existence of a
pole.
Proposition 1. Let M be a connected complete Riemannian manifold and N
be a complete surface with a pole p. Assume that M has a point o such that the
sectional curvature K(J1rt))^Gaussian curvature of N at a point with distance t
from p for all t>0, every normal geodesic y issuing from o and every plane
II(t) containing f(t). Then exp0 is of maximal rank. If, moreover, M is simply
connected, then o is a pole.
Proof. It is sufficientto show that o has no conjugate point on each geo-
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desic issuing from o (CO). Let y be a normal geodesic from o and / a Jacobi
field along y such that /(0)=0 and V J=£0 at f=0. Suppose that J(to)=O for
^0>0. Without loss of generality we may assume that/(£)=£0 for 0<£<£0 and
that / is perpendicular to y. Since / satisfies the Jacobi's equation, <F?/, /> ―
―<R(J, y)y, J> = -K(jAi)＼＼J＼＼2. On the other hand, by Schwarz' inequality
<ru, y>=i/2 <w;2 (ii/!I2)-iifjii2^i/2 rfv^^ (ii/ii2)-w/rfni/ii)2-i!/ii(rf2/rf^2 ii/id
for 0<^<f0. Then we have
■^rll/ll
+ ^W)Af(0)ll/II^O. (l)
Note that ＼d/dt ＼＼J＼＼＼is bounded for *->+0, since ＼djdt ＼＼J＼＼＼^＼＼VtJ＼＼for 0<f<*0.
Let j' be a normal geodesic issuing from p in N. Since p is a pole, each
nontrivial Jacobi field /' along j' such that /'(0)=0 and ]' 1 j' has no zero point
for £>0. Since N is two dimensional, J'(t)―h(t)E(t) where £ is a parallel unit
field along j' and h(t) is a smooth function such that A(Q)=O and h(t)>0 for
£>0. By Jacobi's equation, we have
-j^h(t)+K'U'(t)AtV))h(t)=O. (2)
On the other hand, by the curvature condition together with the lemma be-
low, it follows that h has a zero for 0<£<£0. Thus we have a contradiction.
Lemma (Sturm's Comparison Theorem [3]). Let ut be C2-functions defined
on [0, a], i=l, 2, which satisfy
dt2
d2
dt2
m,(o+4i(Omi(o^o
u2(t)+A2(t)u2(t)=0 (3)
tti(0)=u2(0)=0, ≪1(0)>0 and u2(0)>0,
where Ai are C°-functionson [0, a~＼.Assume that Ax{t)^Az{t) for O^t^a and
Uo never vanishes on (0, a]. Then ux also never vanishes on (0, a~＼.
Proof of Lemma. Note that m2(O>0 for f>0 from the initialcondition.
Suppose that m1(^0)=0 for some £0e(0, a]. Without loss of generality we may-
assume that Mi(O>0 for Q<t<t0. From (3), we have, for 0<t<to,
{u1l(ti1+A1Ui) ―u1(ti2+Aaus)} dt
0
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ft
= (u2u1 ― u1Uz)＼t0 ― ＼(A2―A1)u1u2dt
Jo
<M2(O≪i(O―Mi(O≪z(O ,
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hence uz(t)/u2(t)<Ui(t)/u1(t).Then we have, for sufficientlysmall positive number
C, lOg{M2(0/M2(c)}-=r{w2(0/M2(0}rf^(
Jc J
t
{
c
≪i(O/mi(O} dt=log{mi(O/mi(c)} for c< t < t0.
Since Ui(c)>0, z=l, 2, u2(t0)= lim u2(t)< lim {M2(c)/Mi(c)}M1(Ori;:0. This leads a
contradiction.
t―to-o t-*to-o
2. Let M be a Riemannian manifold with a pole o. The distance function
p(-)―d(-, o) has singularity only at o. By comparing the radial curvatures, Siu
and Yau [6} and also Greene and Wu [1] showed the comparison theorem on
Hessian of the distance functions. By radial curvature K(t) for a normal geodesic
j: [0, oo)^M, y(0)=o, we mean the sectional curvature of a plane which contains
the tangent vector f at j(t). Hessian of a smooth function / is defined by
Hess(/) (X, Y)=X(Yf)-{VxY)f, where Y is a local extension of Y.
By using Schwarz' inequality again, we have a description of the comparison
theorem in a free manner on any dimensional condition.
Proposition 2 (Hessian Comparison Theorem). Let (M, o) and (N, p) be Rie-
mannian manifolds with poles o and p respectively. Assume that for all t>0, the
radial curvatures satisfy KM(t)SKN(t) for each normal geodesies J and a issuing
from the poles. Then
HessM{pM){X, X)^HessN(pN){Y, Y),
where X and Y are unit vectors at j{t) and a(t) such that X±f(t) and Y_Lo(t),
t>0, respectively.
Note that if / is an increasing smooth function on (0, oo),then
HessM(fopM)(X, X)^HessN{fopN)(Y, Y),
since Hess (fon)=f'-Hess (p)Jrf"dp<g)dp.
Proof. We shall prove this by following [61. Since o is a pole, there is a
global vector fieldX on M such that (1) X(o)=0, (2) X(r(t))=X, (3) [X, 3/3
and (4) X is a Jacobi fieldalong t＼lo,hperpendicular to J. Then we have
HessM(pM)(X, X)=
＼
^i|Fa/^(s)||2-^(Z(s)Af(s))||Z(s)||2}rfs
MX)
pl=O
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There is also a global fieldY satisfying the similar condition and HessN{pN)(Y, Y)
=P0(Y). Let Z(s) be a vector fieldalong a defined by Z(s)=＼＼X(s)＼＼E(s),where
E is a unit parallel fieldalong a such that E(t)=Y. Then ||Z||= ||X||,Z(0)=0
and Z(t)=Y. By Schwarz' inequality, we have ＼＼Fd/dpNZ＼＼t=zWd/dPMX＼＼-From the
curvature condition, KM(X(s)AKsMX(s)＼＼2^KN(Z(s)Aa(s))＼＼Z(s)＼＼2,hence
Hessx(pM)(X, X)=P0(X)^H(Z).
From the property of the quadratic form Po,we have P0(Z)^P0(Y)―HessN(pN)(Y, Y).
A C2-function / is called convex {strictly convex) If and only if Hess(f)^0
(>0). Note that / Is convex (strictlyconvex) if and only if (foy)"^Q ((foy)">0)
for every geodesic y. The Hessian comparison theorem gives an estimation on
the (strictly)convexity of a radial function. A function / on M is called radial
if and only if / is a composition of pM and a function defined on R+.
Corollary 3. Let (M, o) and (N, p) be as in Proposition 2. // the curvature
assumption in the proposition is satisfied and there is an increasing function
f:R+-^R,f>0 such that fopN is (strictly)convex, then fopM is also (strictly)
convex.
The Hessian of a radial function of a manifold with a pole is not necessarily
positive definte. The above corollary gives an estimation of the convexity. By
construction of a surface of revolution with Gaussian curvature K(s), the follow-
ing theorem is obtained [11: Suppose ＼s K(s)ds<l, where if(s)=max {0, radial
Jo
curvature at x with p(x)=s). Then (u/t)(g-dpRdp)(X, X)^Hess(p)(X, X) at
x with p(x)=t, t>0 for a positive constant pt such that 1 ―1 s K(s)ds^uSl-
Jo
Since Hess(p2)=2p-Hess(p)Jr2dp<S)dp, we have a crucial estimation for the
strictlyconvexity of p2.
Consider a paraboloid of revoiution, 2z=x2Jry2. Then the origin is a pole.
The Gaussian curvature K(p) at p―{x, y, z) and p(p) are written as K(p)=
l/{a+＼P＼2)2} and p(p)=l/2{＼p＼VI+]W+log(＼p＼+VlT＼W), ＼p＼2= x* + y＼
p＼p) is not convex, on the other hand Hess(|jf>|2)=2/(l+ ＼p＼2)-(dx2+dy2),that
is, ＼p＼2is strictly convex, Note that K{p) has the same order as l/{p(p)2} at
infinity (p(p)^co). Hence ＼s-K(s)ds diverges.
Jo
We observed that p2 is not always strictiyconvex. However, we can find a
new metric g* from a conformal change of the given g such that p*2is strictly
convex.
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Proposition 4. Let (M, g, o) be a Riemannian manifold with a pole. Assume
that the radial curvature K is bounded above by a suitable smooth function of p.
Then there is a continuous function f:R-*R such that /o^gC^M) and (1)
(M, g*, o) is also a Riemannian manifold with a pole o, where g*~e2fopg, (2) the
radial curvature of g* is nonpositive and hence (3) the square of the distance
function a*2 is strictlyconvex with respect to g*.
Before proving this,we show following two statements by consideringgeo-
metricalaspects of a metric £*defined by g*=e2fopg.
Proposition 5. Let J is a normal g-geodesic issuing from o. Then a curve:
s>-^f(t(s))is a normal g*-geodesic, where t(s) is the inverse function of s(t)=
[efwdu.
Proof. We apply the formulae of the covariant derivative with respect to a
conformal change g*―e2fopg ([5]) to the curve c(s)=f(t(s)):
P*xY=FxY+da(X)Y+da(Y)X-g(X, Y)grad a ,
(4)
ds
■ ? / ■ V
ds
r+ d_
ds
o(c(s))Y+(Y(r)6(s)-g(c(s), Y)grad a
(a―fop).
Since g*(c(s),c(s))=l, we have {P*/ds)c±c by covariantly differentiatingboth
sides. Let Yi} l'Si^n, be orthonormal ^-parallel vector fields such that Yn=f.
We shall show (F*/ds)c(s)±Yi(t(s)),l^f^n ―1. By covariantly differentiating
rr*(r(<;＼V,(t(<;X＼=zClWP hnvp
0= %(s), YMs)))+g*(c(s), -Y-Yt(t(s)))
From (4) together with the relations c(s)=(dt/ds)f and grad p(s(t))=f(t),
J7*
ds
Yt(t(s))= -f-ifopXcisWiis)
Hence we derive that g*{(V*/ds)c(s), Yi(s))^-~g*(c(s), (F*/ds)Yt(s))=O. Thus,
we have (P*/ds)r.(s)I Y<(s).l<f<n. that is.(F*/ds)d(s)=O.
Note. If ＼im[efwdu = + oo,c(s)is defined on the whole R and therefore
exp: TqM-^M is a diffeomorphism with respect to g*, thatis,(M, g*) has a pole
o. The distance function pH･)=(!*{･, o) with respect to g* is given by
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p*(p)=＼
0
efwdu fteM
Now we shall consider the radial curvature of g*. Let R and R* be the
curvature tensors of g and g* respectively. Then we have ([5])
g*(R*(X, Y)Y, X)=e*f°t>g(R(X, Y)Y, X)+2Sfap(X, Y)g*{X, Y)
(5)
-Sfop{Y, Y)g*(X, X)-Sfep(X, X)g*(Y, Y)
where
S*=Hess(o)-da<g>do + jf＼＼grado＼＼*g, a^C°"(M).
The radial curvature K*{YAgrad p) at p (YLgrad p) with respect to g* is
written as
K*(Y Agrad p)=e-*fat>{K(YAgrad p)-f(p(p))
(6)
-f'(p(p))Hess(PXY, Y)/＼＼Y＼＼*}.
The above formula is obtained as follows. Since Y＼_grad p,
g*(R*(Y,gradp)gradp, Y)
= e-2f°P{K(YAgrad p)~Sfcp(grad p, grad p)/＼＼gradpV
-Sfop(Y, Y)/＼＼Y＼＼2}.
On the other hand, S/.P=f Hess(p) + {f"-f/2}dpRdp + l/2(f'2)g, hence we
have (6).
Proposition 6. There is a function /o p<=C°°(M)such that the radial cur-
vrture is nonpositive eveywhere with respect to g*=e2fopg.
Proof. By the assumption of Proposition 4, we can choose smooth functions
K(t) from R+ to jR which satisfies
K(t)^max{0, radial curvature at x, p{x)=t}.
C t ―
Set H{t) ― ―＼ K{t)dt, then H is also smooth and satisfies that
Jo
H(t)^mm {Hess(p)(Y, Y) at x, p(x)=t, Y^MX, ＼＼Y＼＼=l]
The nonnegative function ≪(O=exp(―ftfirfl(f)-＼t^(Oexp(＼//<if)rffIs a solution
of du/dt+Hu ―K―0. Then we have for u
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-jj-(t) + u(t) Hess (p)(Y, Y)/＼＼Yf-K{Y/＼grad p)
= u(t) {Hess (p)(Y, Y)/＼＼Y＼＼2~-H(t)}+ {K(t)-K(YAgrad p)} ^0 ,
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for each FgMx, p(x)=t. Therefore, if we set /U)=＼ u(t)dt, then (M, #*), g*=
jo
e2fOpg has nonpositive radial curvature from (6).
From these propositions, we have a required function /on in Proposition 4,
since lim ＼e/c<z)d/a= oo by f'=u^Q. Thus Proposition 4 is proved
Jo
At the last part of 2, we find a necessary condition for the existence of a
strictly convex radial function, by a group-theoretical version. The following
proposition is a generalization of E. Cartan's fixed point theorem [2].
Proposition 7 (Fixed Point Theorem). Let (M, o) be a Riemannian manifold
with a pole o. Let K be a compact Lie group which acts on M as isometries. If
there is a strictly convex increasing radial function f°p, then K has a common
fixed point.
Remark. If M is of negative curvature,then p% is strictlyconvex by com-
paring M with a Euclidean space. Thus we have the well known E. Cartan's
fixedpoint theorem [2]: A compact Lie group which acts as isometries on a
simply connected complete Riemannian manifold of negativecurvature has a com-
mon fixedpoint.
Proof. Let dk denote the Haar measure on K, normalized by ＼ dk―1
JK
Consider the real function F on M given by F(x)= ＼fop{k-x)dk. Then F is a
nonnegative continuous function. Since fop is exhaustion and the orbit of o is
compact, there is a ball Br(o) such that F(x)>F(o) for alli£5r(o). The closure
of Br{6) contains a minimum point x0 for F. The point x0 is also a minimum
for F on M. Since F(k-xo)=F(x0) for &eif, in order to prove the existence of
the fixed point, it is sufficientto show that F(x)>F(x0) if x^x0. But this is
derived by the strictlyconvexity of F, since F{j{X))"―＼ {fop(k-T(t))}"dk for
JK
every geodesic J.
3. Let M be a complete open Kahler manifold. As in function theory, the
order j{f) of a holomorphic function / is defined by
7-(/)=lim sup log M(f, r)/Iog r ,
r-'+oo
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where M(/, r)=sup{|/(jt)| ; ieM, d(o, x)=r, o is a fixed point} [7]. The defini-
tion of y(f) does not depend on the choice of o. If j(f) is positive finite,then
for each s>0, there are C>0 and v>0 such that r(/)^y<7"(/)+e and ＼f(x)＼^
CQ. + p(x))v for all xeM (/?(x)=dU, o)).
We discuss sorne aspects of y(f).
Let (M, o) be a Kahier manifold with a pole o and (N, j?) a model space,
dimM=dim N=n, which satisfy the radial curvature KM(t)^the radial curvature
KNio for all f>0. By a model we mean a Riemannian manifold (N, p) with a
pole /j such that every linear isometry 6: NP―>NP is realized as the differential
of an isometry 0: N->N ([1]). Let VM(r) and VN(r) be the volumes of the open
balls BM(r) and BN(r) of radius r around o and p in Mand N respectively. Note
that by the sub-mean value property, VM(r)^VN(r).
Now we show the following
Proposition 8. Assume that Vu{r)^ra, VN(r)^r^f fi^l (r->oo). // a holo-
morphic function f has T(f)<l+(/3―a)/2, then df=Q at o.
Remark. If (M, 6) is of nonpositive curvature and a<2n+2 in the above
proposition, then a bounded holomorphic function is constant, since every point
gives a pole. Note that VN{r)^r2n for (N, p)=-{Cn, o) with a flatmetric.
Before the proof of the proDosition, we have some lemmas.
Lemma {Sub-mean-value Property). Let <ftbe a continuous nonnegative sub-
harmonic function on M, then
f 6^V
N(r)6(o)
forallr>0.
JBM(r)f
For the proof,see Theorem B, [1].
LEMMA (Integral Inequality of the Laplacian). Assume that(dJdr)VN(r) is an
increasing function. Let f be a nonnegative subharmonic function. Then for all
1, 0</l<l, there is a constant r~r;>0 such that
[ Af< T
5BMav r
Proof. Since f>0, we have, from
which implies
J
jBMm
(3, 6) in [1]
Mr,:/-Jo)]rf"=^M
(7)
fda>(r)
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CtCt /C /7c
JoJAJSmCO V N＼S)
dt£
_1 ＼ fdafr),
vN(r) )sMm
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where vN(r)―v(r) denotes the volume of the r-sphere SN(r) around p in Ar.
By using Fubini's theorem with respect to s and t on the left hand side, we
have
Jo＼ V(S) JB(S-) /
Multiply by vir) and Integrate relative to r. Then
Since J/^0,
r
Jo
and that
$
B(u-)
/^ v(r)Jo
K( ■-M Jf)ds]dr
4t(＼ v)"Mr -Mi J/)ds=([
At), r -%
B(.y/Xr) ' Jy/lr V＼S)
sL(K(r)-L^y)*-(L,≫J/)a(1-VI)(1-*fJ^≪J/'
where the last inequality follows from vN{r) being increasing. Hence we obtain
the inequality (7).
Lemma (Cauchy's inequality for derivatives of holomorphic functions). For
each holomorphic function f on M,
llrf/ll2(0)^ y___
VN(r/2)r2 JBMm
I/I2
Proof. Since J＼f＼2^＼＼df＼＼2and J＼＼df＼=＼＼Fdf＼＼2,from above lemmas,
ll<W(0)=i^i -fiA ＼W＼＼
11) JBMcr/2)
r
VN(r/2)r*
f
|/|2, where r=Tm-
JScr)
Proof of Proposition 8. Since r(f)<l+l/2(3―a). thereis v>0 such that
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r(/)O<l + Q3-a)/2, hence we have ＼f(x)＼<C(l + p(x))v for some C>0. Then,
from the ahnve.
l!rf/H2(0)^ __ L _
VN(r/2)r* jBun
l/l2^
rC2
= VN(r/2)r2
(l+r)2lJFj＼(r)~rc2v-2+a"^
Letting r^oo, we have df―0 at o.
As an applicationof the proposition,we have the following
Corollary 9. Let F=(f＼ ･･･,fN); M―CN be a holomorphic mapping. If
n
Ilj(fij)<n-n(a-fl)/2 for each l^h< ■■■<in^N, then F is not of maximal
rank at o.
Moreover, if M is a Stein manifold and F; M―*CN is a proper holomorphic
n
imbedding, then 2 T(fij)^n―nice―fi)/2for some l^z'i< ･･･<in^N.
i―1
Proof. Consider the holomorphic n-forms dfixf＼■■･Adfin, l^h< ･･･<in^N
From the proposition, we have an estimate of the norm of dfil/＼■･-Adfin;
iiflf/^A･･･Ad/^no)^ n wdpjWKo)^ ft -tt-t-
.7=1
n T C
TT - ＼ If^'l2
― ^ TT f If*}I2
^rnc?.
VN(r/2)nr2n
where vj>0, ; = l, ･･･, n, satisfy r(fij)<Vj<r(fij)+£j and Z>,<n-n(a―0)/2.
By letting r-^oo, we have dfil/＼■■･Adfin=0 at o.
The last statement is easily derived from the above argument, since the F is
of maximal rank everywhere.
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